
I’m strongly opposed to measure 978. I feel that it punishes ordinary gun owners. If someone steals my 
car, I shouldn’t be held responsible if they drive it through a crowd. This measure does that with guns. 
Liability is a big threat in our society. In theory everyone should have their guns locked up. I don’t know 
everyone’s situation. A rancher may have a different security situation than an urbanite. The one size 
fits all government approach doesn’t always work out. This would almost destroy having a CHL. I don’t 
have a CHL. Someday I would like to have a CHL, but not if there are gun free zones everywhere and I 
would commit a felony by being in one accidently. Gun free zones don’t even work. Mass shooters see 
gun free zones as a great opportunity to inflict as much damage to society as they possibly can. In fact, 
you should just call them “sheep to the slaughter zones.” How many mass shootings have happened at 
police stations? Someday I would also like to build my own guns. Making more parts of the gun 
mandatory for back ground checks is going to make that much more inconvenient. I think fewer people 
are going to want to sell guns if it has to be proven that a lock was transferred with them. You would 
have to take a picture and keep it for two years. Some people would be afraid of losing the image and be 
subject to liability. So they would just stop selling guns. If you have half a brain you can cut off one of the 
locks that come with the gun using a pair of wire cutters. There are the companies that refused to sell 
guns to anyone under 21. I think they just did it for good PR. I don’t think they deserve a blanket 
immunity. I know that some people can’t see anything good about guns and call them violent objects. 
You could call semi-trucks violent. A semi-truck was used to kill 86 people in France in 2016. I know that 
they cause harm in this world, but I can also look at them as modern marvels. If I have to leave this 
state, I may be forced to get a job that pays less. I donated over three hundred dollars last year to my 
favorite charity. My favorite charity is a primate sanctuary called sanaga-yong, they help rescued and 
orphaned chimpanzees. I’m afraid with a lower paying job I won’t be able to donate to them anymore. 
Thanks for your consideration, 

  

 


